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Manifesting The Consultant Mindset
Do yourself a favor.
Close your eyes.
Clear your mind.
Forget everything you have ever learned about business in the real world, every notion you have about
marketing consulting… Let it out of your mind.
Why?
Because what you’re about to read in this little quick start report will absolutely shift your perspective
on acquiring consulting clients.
Here’s the deal… The people who will pay you a lot of money are probably not already in your funnel.
Frankly, there are very few ways you can pick them up online.
But at this point you aren’t even on their radar. Your skills and expertise and all of the services you can
provide ‐ they don’t even know what’s possible.
Most squeeze pages don’t work.
Article marketing and trying to rank for terms like ‘SEO’ or ‘Google rankings’ are next to impossible.
It’s a zero‐sum game… unless you change the way you are thinking about offline marketing consulting.
And that is the purpose of this report. You are about to discover how to position yourself so that you
know exactly what to do and how to attract offline marketing clients.
These methods have worked… for a very long time.
It’s not difficult.
In fact, some of it is so brain‐dead simple that you will seriously hit yourself in the forehead and say,
“Why didn’t I think of that?”
The tips and techniques that I want to show you are truly some of the most fundamentally easy
marketing methods in the world…
•
•
•

Million dollar business have been built on them.
Mega consulting agencies have been built on them.
Personal fortunes of millions have been built on them.

And no, it isn’t rocket science or some wiz‐bang gizmo that’s going to cost you tens of thousands of
dollars ‐ or months’ worth of intensive study.
In fact, you already have everything you need…
There is one simple fact that you will want to keep in mind when approaching offline prospects…
The attitude that you want to be helpful to them, that you want to help them get search engine
rankings, website traffic, increase conversions and sales. And, most of all, you sincerely want to help
them make more money.
It’s as simple as finding that ‘hot button’ and guiding a business owner through the process!
For instance, I have a client who sells computer server cabinets. That’s a pretty weird market, right? Big
cabinets, small cabinets, they outfit everything from multi‐million dollar datacenters (think warehouses
full of server racks…) to mom and pop shops who have a small team of graphic designers.
Here’s me, little Internet marketer who’s pretty good at SEO, walking into a $50+ million dollar company
giving speeches on keyword research and search rankings.
Here they are, a huge technology based company, yet they had NO IDEA how to get ranked in Google!
And yet they still had months in which they were doing over $5 million in revenues… in online sales!
What did I do? Some simple website tweaks and a little search engine optimization and bam, they had a
revenue increase of $12 million dollars in 3 months.
$12 MILLION DOLLARS!
That’s 6 zero’s!
$12,000,000.00. Increase!
All from free traffic!
Do you think they were pretty happy with me? Absolutely! Did they give me a nice bonus? You bet!

How To Land A Big Money Client
There are a slew of ways to get consulting clients, and we’re going to show you how.
There is one method that I consistently come back to, again and again.
I’ve managed to make a ton of money using this stupid, simple principle…
It’s also the technique that I alluded to in the previous chapter.

This super ninja technique is leverage.
You see, I didn’t DO ANYTHING to land that server cabinet company.
In fact, they called me!
Now, I’m sure you’re asking yourself how in the world I managed to get them to hire me, right?
It was because of a recommendation.
You see, the offline world is a lot like the Internet world!
If someone with a big email list mails for you, you get instant notoriety. Instant traffic!
All that’s left is monetizing that traffic.
Offline, the same principle holds true. If you get someone in the right ‘circle’ talking about you and what
you can do, it’s as good as a personal recommendation!
If you’re a fan of conversion, you’ll appreciate this…
If you prospect to get a client, the typical conversion rate is approximately 6%, and that’s if you do it
right.
But, if a prospect hears about you from their little circle of friends, your conversion goes up to
something like 73%!
Referral prospects are as good as sold!
WHY? Because someone they know, like, and trust, recommended you.
Think about the last time you were having something done in your house. Let’s say you needed to get
your furnace fixed. Did you open up the phone book and call the first person in there? Probably not!
You called your friend (or your mom or your brother) and asked, “Hey, do you know of any good furnace
repair guys?”
That person they recommended? Yeah, they got the job.
Offline marketing operates very much the same way…
So, getting back to my clients – the one who recommended me was a consulting client, a printing
company. The account wasn’t anything major They simply needed some website work done and they
needed to get some more local Internet traffic.
Their primary advertising and marketing efforts was direct mail, and they sent out some calendars
towards the end of each year.
They wanted to increase their exposure online, so they called me!

I worked with them for a few months and got them some pretty solid search rankings for their business.
Then, wouldn’t you know it, they needed to buy a server rack. The owner of the printing company
called one of his friends at the server company and placed an order.
Sometime between that phone call and the time the rack showed up at my client’s place, my name was
dropped.
Within a few days, I was presenting my services to the server cabinet company.
Frankly, it was my first major deal. If I had any idea I would be responsible for a $12 Million increase in
revenue I would have charged a hell of a lot more!
The fact of the matter was that they were clueless when it came to the Internet. Their website was
about 7 years old. It was haphazardly built in Dreamweaver and Microsoft Frontpage. They were
getting about 100 visitors a day and had no search results for any of their key terms!
I went in there, did some cursory research, nailed down some solid keywords to target and coached
them on getting their website done, and walked out with a huge check!
The check was so big, in fact, that the bank questioned me when I tried to deposit it!
I wasn’t an Internet marketing rockstar… yet. At the time, I didn’t know about half of what I do now. In
fact, I don’t think I was any better at SEO or marketing online than half the people out there…
But I knew more than they did….
And that’s the key.

You’re The Expert
If there is one point that I want you to take away from this report, it’s that you don’t have to be a rock
star.
You don’t have to be a guru!
You just have to know more about Internet marketing than the person sitting across the table.
And believe me… You will.
You see, most business owners are good at running their business. They built it from scratch, from the
ground up. They know things that you won’t ever possibly know about the types of metal that make the
best server racks, or the machinery used to bend the steel, or the hinges necessary to ensure worry‐free
operation for years!
And that’s ok! That’s their job.

Your job is very simply to make sure that their website is found in the search engines and increase their
conversions!
That’s it!
You understand the Internet and how it works.
Consider this. Traditional, offline companies have been ‘outsourcing’ their marketing for years.
They’ve got lots of connections and have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on yellow pages ads
and television commercials.
They’ve got ad agencies on speed dial when they need that kind of work.
But, who are they going to turn to for search engine marketing or a pay per click campaign? Nobody.
That’s right. They have NO ONE that they can turn to when they have that kind of need.
Do you know what that means for you?! Lots and lots of money as long as you can get your foot in the
door…

Knowing Your Buyer
For the past year or so, I’ve been talking about Stage Zero Buyers and the concept has made me (and a
lot of my students) a lot of money.
In the Internet world, there are three types of buyers.

Type 1: People who know they need SOMETHING
When you think of this first type of buyer, think of someone who wants to buy a baby stroller.
They open up Google and type ‘baby strollers.’
What they get presented with is page after page of listings and websites with all kinds of information
about ‘baby strollers.’
Brands. Colors. Prices. Features. Benefits.
There might be some comparison websites and things of that nature…
What happens is they start to narrow them down in their mind.
They may even be writing down styles and brands that they like…
They are entering into the second stage of buying!

Type 2: People who know what they want
They’ve research baby strollers. They’ve narrowed their choices down to a few different models.
They go back to Google and start typing specific product names!
Notice the difference? They are looking specifically for information on certain strollers!
So, they type ‘Graco SnugRider Stroller’ or ‘Instep Grand Safar Swivel Double Jogger.’
Now, they’re presented with more focused search results.
Sometimes it’s the manufacturer’s product information page. Sometimes it’s a review site or a
comparison featuring the product they were searching.
As they are going through the results, they are gathering more and more information.
They’re about to enter the third and final stage…

Type 3: People who know what they want and are ready to buy!
The third type of person is the most profitable! Why? They’ve already done the research. They know
exactly what it is they want. All that’s left is a few final details.
Details like:
•
•
•
•
•

Price
Place to buy from
Final reviews
Coupon codes
Discounts/Sales

They’ve already made up their mind to buy the stroller. They’re just looking for information on WHERE
and HOW MUCH!!
They’re already sold!
They just need that final push.

Your Buyer? Stage Zero
As soon as I learned what we just talked about, it reframed my entire thinking process about selling to
people both online and offline.
Now, why is that important to you, when you are wanting to pick up OFFLINE clients?
It’s simple.

Because you can’t compete online.
Think about it. The world’s top SEO companies in the world are competing for the keywords ‘SEO’ and
‘Search Engine Optimization.’
There is no way you can compete!
Now, if you reframe that to ‘Marketing Consultant’ you have a little bit better chance, but it’s still a bad
play.
It will be next to impossible to get anything ranked for one of those big money keywords.
And forget Pay Per Click! At $3‐$5 a click, you’ll go broke before you pick up your first lead!
So, what’s left?!
Stage Zero Buyers.
Stage Zero Buyers are the people who are busy running their businesses, day in and day out.
They know they need to get their web presence straightened out.
They know they need to start generating income online.
They don’t have the time or wherewithal to do the research!
They haven’t even Googled ‘search engine rankings’ yet…
In fact, they’re probably more apt to ask one of their friends if they know anything BEFORE they do any
research on their own!
Let me repeat that because it’s that important.
Stage Zero Buyers… The ones who are willing and able to spend lots and lots of money… Are so busy
running their business that they are more apt to ASK THEIR FRIENDS BEFORE THEY DO A GOOGLE
SEARCH!!!
Now, remember the statistic that I gave you earlier about conversion rates?
73% of people do business with the person they were recommended to…
Do you see what that means?
It means that the best way to get business is through word of mouth! Not online. Not squeeze pages.
Not social media…
Word of Mouth!

With word of mouth, you can turn one client into three, three clients into nine, and nine clients into
twenty‐seven.
At an average of $1000/month for consulting?! That’s $27,000 a month in revenue!
Is that enough to quit your day job? Or drop whatever it is that you’re doing right now to go full force
into offline marketing?
Like I said, you don’t have to be a guru! You only have to know more than the person sitting across the
table…
Now, we’re not done yet.
I’ve already shown you the first two steps in the offline marketing sequence.
I want to dig in a little deeper though.
I want to talk about what we marketing consultants can sell our clients… What prices to charge… How
to implement services… everything.
Are you ready?

Creating Solutions
Here’s the deal with offline clients (and Stage Zero Buyers)… They have no idea what they want.
The sounds bad, but it’s true.
90% of the people I work with are ‘web clueless.’
They know that they spent $10K on their website. They know that it’s not making them any money.
And they want you to fix it!
It’s that simple.
What you need to provide is a solution.
That solution can vary from client to client! Search engine traffic, building a list, tweaking pages to
increase conversion, the list goes on...
There are a number of things that you can do to help your client make more money.
The thing is, a sound solution is worth A LOT to them.
If you do a few website tweaks, or teach them how to send an email to their list, and make them $5,000,
how much do you think they’re willing to pay you?

It’s all about how much value you can provide. If you can honestly tell them that you can make them an
additional $8K a month from website traffic, then that’s worth a lot.
If you can help them with a follow‐up sequences that will help them sell their backend products and
services to their existing customers, that’s worth a lot.
If you can help them convert some of their existing website traffic to paying customers, that’s worth a
lot.
It’s all in how you explain what you do to them…

5 Things Business Owners Care About The Most
I had a very smart professor in college who always told us that there were only 5 things that business
owners truly cared about:
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing Revenue
Increasing Productivity
Increasing Quality
Increasing Customer Service
Decreasing Expenses (refunds, utilities, etc)

He always said that if you talk in those terms, you will IMMEDIATELY be seen as a high‐level business
person. How true he was.
Try walking into a business owner’s office and start talking about SEO and website conversion and
everything else…
See what his reaction is.
The look of bewilderment? Yeah, that’s genuine.
Now, walk in and start talking about how what you’re going to do will affect his profit margins and his
bottom line.
You will immediately see him start nodding his head. That’s the power of this consultative approach.
You have to speak their language.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profit
Revenue
Prospects
Customers
Lead Generation
Sales

Those are all common terms to ANYONE in business.
If I tell you that I’m going to increase your revenue by $10K this month by doing X, Y, and Z; you
understand what I’m saying right?
It doesn’t matter what business you’re in!
Do you see how powerful that is?
You can relate to ANYONE, no matter what industry, vertical or segment they’re in.
Furthermore, you’re speaking the only language that business owners really care about! MONEY and
what you can do to help them get it.

Solutions Are Money
It goes without saying that a solution is where the cash is.
Anyone can sell packages of incoming links or a website build…
“If you give me $5,000 you get a website, 15 pages, 15 images and a shopping cart.”
Congratulations! You’re now a vendor.
If your client finds a lower price, they’ll take it. If they are referred to a new web guy from one of their
friends, they’ll start working with him.
You see, it’s all in the positioning and the relationship.
If you position yourself as the expert, as a partner, you can charge that $5,000 over and over again,
every month, from now until the end of time.
Here’s an example from a client that I just met with.
They called me in to do some Search Engine Optimization for one of their business’ websites. The SEO
was going to be comprised of link building, article marketing, etc..
As we were meeting, I realized that they actually had 4 businesses, all doing the same thing, but in
different verticals.
So, one was for non‐profits, one was for churches, one for businesses, and one for schools.
They created the separate businesses so they could deliver key messages to each market.
But the keywords they wanted to rank for were ALL ABOUT THE SAME!
Sure, I could have charged them $2,000 a month for EACH of their web properties, but that didn’t make
sense… After a few months their sites would be competing with each other on the first page of Google!

So, if a prospective non‐profit typed in one of their keywords and landed on the ‘small business’
website, they’d get the wrong message…
That’s a pretty poor user experience.
So, my solution, was to build a separate landing site that would pretty much serve as an information
hub with articles, SEO, and more.
The home page of that site would be an opt‐in that would serve to differentiate the prospect between
their core business models; non‐profit, school, business, or church.
After a person signed up, we’d be able to deliver marketing messages catering to the individual segment
that they signed up for.
Guess what? I’m picking up a huge check next week because that’s their web marketing strategy
moving forward.
That’s their solution.
Now, for you visionary types out there… Think about Step 2, Step 3, and on.
Step 2: implement a CPA marketing strategy using metrics defined by the core, information hub
Step 3: Adapt that strategy to other marketing mediums such as Facebook and direct mail
Step 4: Watch as my client needs to build a bigger warehouse all because of the ‘solution’ I designed for
them in a two hour meeting…
That’s the power of a solution.
Solutions are what drives business. They command incredible money. They solve problems and spur
growth no matter what industry your client is in.
That, my friends, is worth a lot of money… That’s value at its finest.

Pricing Power
There is an unfortunate crux when it comes to the consulting profession and pricing…
So many people think that the lower they set their prices, the more business they’ll get.
In my experience, I found the exact opposite to be true!
I used to charge less than everyone else because I thought I had to. Web design started out at $1000 a
website. SEO started out at $200 a month. Onsite consulting was $50 an hour…

Do you know what that got me? Pretty sh!tty clients.
The kinds of clients that don’t pay you on time, if ever…
The kinds of clients who are ‘bargain hunters.’
The clients who dispute an invoice you send them for $15 because the graphic you designed ‘should
have’ been included in the quote.
You know what happened? I got fed up with dealing with those people. I got tired of being broke even
though I was helping everyone around me make crazy money…
So I increased my fees.
Websites were $5000. A day of consulting: $5000. An hour of consulting: $500.
Guess what happened?
Prospects started coming out of the woodwork.
Seriously…
“Who was this guy who thought he could charge $5K a day for consulting? What does he know that we
don’t?”
One by one, companies ponied up the cash and I delivered.
In fact, what I tell people is that if they hire me, they’ll, on average, increase their revenue by at least
$24,000 in 30 days.
What started happening was that those little circles of influence, the business owners who all traveled
and worked together, started talking about me…
They talked about how much money I made them.
They talked about how much money I charged.
They talked about the ‘solutions’ I laid out and implemented for them.
Frankly, they SOLD me to their friends!
All it took for me to land new clients was to pick up the phone and agree to a meeting.
How much fun is that??!
“Oh you heard about me from Mike… That’s cool. Sure, I accept credit cards…”
It became as easy as that.

Now, I hope that this little explanation gives you the motivation to increase your prices.
Believe me, you’re worth it to offline businesses.
These people are floundering. They see all this stuff coming down the hill but they have NO IDEA what
to do with it.
So, they’re faced with riding out the waves that technology presents and do nothing, or hiring you and
making a lot more money…
Now, what I want to do is go quickly through some of ideas I have about pricing, and what you need to
be aware of when talking to prospects…

The Undercut
As you’re reading this report, I guarantee you’re thinking, “I can’t charge these prices! I can’t reasonably
expect to charge a local business thousands of dollars a month!”
Let me explain something to you…
Speak to them in terms of revenue, profit, quality, conversions… Those are big boy terms. These are
the words used by people who UNDERSTAND what they are talking about.
If you speak in big boy terms, and talk about how your ‘solution’ is going to make them $10K more a
month starting right now, and then present them a price of $297 a month… They’re going to
immediately dismiss you from their office because it sounds and feels like a SCAM!
Now, if you are talking about how your ‘solution’ can make them $10K a month and then tell them that
it’s going to cost $1K/month… They’re much, much more apt to bite because your price SEEMS FAIR.
It’s reasonable.
It’s called cognitive dissonance, actually. If you go to the store looking to buy a big screen TV and the
salesmen points you to the 50” Plasma that’s on sale for $97 (no refunds allowed), you immediately
dismiss it because it’s TOO CHEAP. Something must be wrong with it!
When you’re talking to clients, the same thing happens. If you talk about giving them the world on a
silver platter, your pricing needs to reflect it.

Don’t Tiptoe
We, as humans, are incredibly receptive to body language and voice…

One of the biggest mistakes I see new marketing consultants make is the fact that they tiptoe around
their pricing…
They give the impression that they’re ashamed of it.
They try to hide the fact that they’re looking for big money for their services.
And, when they present the quote, they are timid, either in body language or in their voice.
That’s something you should lead with. You should build up so much value in their mind, through your
‘solution,’ that hiring you IS the only option! No matter how much you charge.
When you present your price, don’t speak again. Let them be the next person who talks. Keep silent!
Now, I know that will be difficult, but in the social dynamics of that exchange, it will give you power and
control.
The next person who talks loses!

Pushback
One of my friends is a gifted social media consultant/manager. He handles social media for a lot of his
local clients so that they can bond and build relationships with their audience.
As you know, social media is a very time intensive process.
Anyway, he emailed me because he was getting pushback because of his pricing, pricing that I helped
him increase.
Here’s his email:

The story this email doesn’t tell is that about two weeks before, Jesse emailed me about a different
client.
He sent a message and said, “I just wrote a proposal to a home builder for $2K up front and $300 a
month maintenance. The builder had problems and was giving me grief about my pricing…”
I told Jesse, “Don’t budge on your pricing. You’re the expert. You don’t want clients like him. Just move
on…”
12 days later, he sends me the email you see above…

The Proud Few
There is one thing I want to leave you with in this report… It’s the fact that higher prices means less
clients. You only have to have two or three clients to pull down $5,000 a month in fees.
That’s more than most people make working 60 hours a week for someone else.
Think about it. Would you rather have 5 clients paying $2K a month or 50 clients paying $200 month?
Imagine how much work 50 clients would be? Think about all of the customer support, the emails, and
all of the problems and solutions, and implementation required.
I take on 6 clients max at any one time.
Do I hate money? Absolutely not.
I totally max out those 6 clients.
I partner with them, sometimes for straight consulting fees, sometimes for a percentage of revenue, and
help them increase their cash flow exponentially.
That’s the market I’ve created for myself though. I’m not suggesting you do the same.
Right now, I’m working on one deal that has a nice down payment, but once we get to Stage 2 of the
rollout, I’ll be making about $50K a month from them.
Why? Because of the ‘solution’ I’m developing for them.
The ‘solution’ executed properly will produce about $1M of revenue per month for them.
Is that worth big money? Absolutely.

Dirty Elbows
I’m a doer. I love getting in and getting my hand dirty with new technology and new marketing
techniques. This posed a problem in growing my business through.
You see, if you’re actively doing the grunt work, you AREN’T selling.
That means that if you’re implementing your solutions, you aren’t able to do any hand‐holding or
strategy sessions or anything like that. You’re the bottleneck.
When I first started with consulting, it was either feast or famine. I’d land a client, make some money,
do the implementation and then have to go do the work!
I still do a lot of that, in fact. But I have learned how to do it more efficiently.
Consider this, if you’re sitting behind a computer, building websites and building links, those are
precious hours that you aren’t making money…
Sure, you’re fulfilling the work request that you just got money for, but you aren’t making additional
money.
The more hours you spend doing trivial grunt work, the more you fall behind in sales.
There are some things that I started doing that have really helped me make a lot more money, while not
increasing the amount of work that I was physically doing.
In the next few sections, I’m going to go over those!

The Hand‐off
One of the best things I did was start outsourcing.
I mean it. As soon as I started trusting outsourcers with certain functions of my business, my whole life
got easier and more profitable.
Outsourcing is a weird game to get into because there’s lots of stuff that you need to consider.
First and foremost, it’s cheap! But with the reduction in cost comes some disadvantages.
First of all, there are educational barriers. For the most part, if you hire someone new to your team,
you’re probably going to have to train them.
Secondly, there are time differences. My team is in the Philippines and there is a 12 hour difference in
time. That means that I’m going to be going to bed when they’re getting up.

Now, I’ve been working with them for about a year and we’ve got out processes down pretty tight, but it
can pose a problem in the beginning.
They have grown accustomed to staying up a little later in the night there so that we can speak (in my
morning) so that we’re all on task together. They just work on my tasks when they wake up.
Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, they deal with weird stuff. You and I don’t usually have Internet
problems. We don’t have week‐long rainfalls that sweep away most of the topsoil. We don’t have
typhoons and blackouts and hurricanes…
They do.
That’s stuff they can’t control, and shouldn’t be punished for.
Those are just the living conditions that they’re forced to deal with.
Now, if you can handle all of that, outsourcing is a viable alternative for your business.
You’re going to want to pay special attention to training them and keeping them on task from the get‐
go. After that, you’ll be all set.

Coaching
Another thing that I’ve been doing a lot more recently is ‘coaching.’
Coaching is a nice business because a lot of the organizations that I’m dealing with have marketing
departments, web designers and all the support staff they need.
I just tell them where to go and what to do.
For instance, I have one client who has a pretty good marketing budget and needed to start generating
email addresses, to increase their valuation and reach.
I suggested a mass traffic solution and made a few connections for them… Within 3 weeks, they had
generated 51,000 email addresses and were marketing to them effectively using the solution I crafted
for them.
Don’t think that you have to be the one to actually deploy every solution for someone to pay you a lot of
money. Sometimes it’s required, but not always.
What is required is that you have a fresh point of view, knowledge and an opinion that you aren’t afraid
to stand behind.

The Bottom Line
The bottom line, no matter how you deliver your ‘goods’ is that you position yourself as a partner. You
want to be someone who is going to help you client grow now and well into the future.
You don’t want to help them once and then let them go.
You want to hold their hand…
I once had a client (who I care very much about) who said, “Do you know the reason we chose you? It’s
because we were confident that you wouldn’t walk us up to the door, introduce us, and then let us go.
We knew that you’d be there helping us through the whole process.”
This client has paid me a lot of money in the past year or so. Well into the upper five figures. Why?
Because I genuinely care about their success and pulled out every stop to make sure that they got to
where they needed to go.
How much of that work did I do, personally? Very little. I crafted a solution for them, showed them
where they could go to get the work done (like landing page design), and helped them get through the
steps I laid out.

Repetition
We’ve done a lot in this little document. We’ve talked about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Getting into the offline mindset and how you need to think of offline clients and prospects
The primary marketing method I use to land big money clients
Why knowing what kind of buyer you’re targeting is crucial to your success (as well as an
explanation of what YOUR buyer looks like)
How your business is about creating solutions, no just plugging holes and how you’re going to
get paid EXCELLENTLY for it.
The 5 things that every business owner cares about and how to speak in their language
Why solutions are big money in your pocket
How you should NEVER undercut your pricing
The idea behind tiptoeing around pricing and why it ISN’T a good idea
What to do when you get pushback from clients
Why having fewer clients is good
Doing the work yourself as opposed to getting out there and selling constantly
Why coaching is a good, non‐implementation business model for consultants
The bottom line in terms of partners and cash generation for your business.

Now, all that’s left is going out there and repeating the process as many times as you can, until you hit
the client target that you’re aiming for!

Interested In Learning More?
In the next few days, we're going to put on a killer webinar for you, showing you exactly how to start
selling Internet marketing services to local businesses.
You're going to make a killing!
So look for the email with the registration link!

Talk soon!
Jason Drohn

